
WELCOME TO TERM 4!

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT

At NG Central School, we believe that all young 
people can achieve a purposeful future. No matter 
what disadvantages or challenges you’ve faced 
in life or what abilities and talents you possess, 
everyone should be able to stand strong and be 
happy, successful and proud contributors to our 
society.

We have just celebrated a group of young people 
who are going out in the world to do exactly that. 
On Thursday 24th September 2020, we farewelled 
our fourth cohort of Year 12 students, as they 
graduated with their HSC.

We raised the flags, welcomed families and carers, shared lunch and presented seven amazing students 
with their certificates. These young people are well on their way to a purposeful future and we wish them 
the very best of luck with their upcoming exams and for the lives that await them.

Hopefully, our graduating Year 12 class will remember the support, guidance and nurturing, loving care 
NGC staff have provided. As we approach World Teachers’ Day on Friday 30th October, we are reflecting 
on what it takes to educate young people. It certainly requires patience, empathy, hard work, love and a 
passion for the subject you’re teaching. At our small school, we balance a commitment to excellence with 
an understanding of the barriers that can prevent young people fully engaging in learning. We ensure that 
young people have the support and flexibility they need to participate and ultimately thrive, while building 
a culture of high expectations. All our staff share their tremendous expertise and time and invest so much 
of themselves for the benefit of students and the school at large. If you have a story you’d like to share of a 
teacher or any of the staff here at NGC, please do send it to us as we celebrate World Teachers’ Day at the 
end of this month. I also want to take this opportunity to thank the parents and carers who have worked 
tirelessly this year during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Disruptions to what we call ‘normal’ are becoming increasingly prevalent and it’s clear that adaptability in 
the face of change will become a highly sought after attribute that employers will be looking for. Beyond 
the world of work, this kind of resilience is so vital to life in general and we see that many of our young 
people already have it in spades.

I look forward to seeing everyone return ‘bright-eyed and bushy-tailed’ on Monday 12th October.  

Andrea, NGC Principal 

IMPORTANT TERM DATES 

HSC Exams Commence: Tuesday 20th October

Parent/Teacher Night: Tuesday 27th October

Christmas Celebration / Last Day of School: 
Thursday 10th December 



TEACHERS’ REPORTS 

Programs Update
It’s hard to believe Term 4 is already rolling around, but we just sent our fourth batch of Year 12 students 
out into the world – so it must be true!  This term is sure to fly by too, but we’re determined to pack as 
much learning, adventures and personal growth into it as we possibly can.  After the success of Love 
Bites last term, our Stage 5 Standing Strong program will once again be split into male and female 
groups most weeks, to facilitate sharing and reflection. 

With all the disruptions of 2020, many of our students’ attendance has fallen behind.  To try and improve 
this, we will again be working towards a Week 9 Rewards Day at Raging Waters (formerly Wet’n’Wild) in 
Sydney.  Students will need to maintain attendance above 75% and not earn any multi-day suspensions 
for the term in order to attend.  

As the weather warms up, we will often visit one of our local water-holes for Sport/SLR/OREC sessions.  
Students who are keen to cool off are encouraged to pack swimming gear on those days, especially if 
the forecast looks hot.

Mark, Mathematics Teacher

It has been a busy time in the Mathematics Department. During Term 3, our Year 12 students have been 
working hard preparing for their final HSC Examinations. All students worked with diligence during this 
period and I can’t wait to hear how they go in their HSC. Best of luck to every single Year 12 student, as 
they progress into the next exciting phase of their lives.

Year 11 have been exploring Fractions and Decimals, Length, Mass and Capacity and Metric 
Relationships. This has been taught using a multi-modal approach, utilising the ‘Maths Online’ Program. 
This program can be used by students at home if they wish to further their mathematical development. 
All students have their login and password, but if this is misplaced, contact me (Mark) at school and I 
can provide it for you. During Term 4, they will finish the Year 11 Numeracy Pilot Program and progress 
into the Year 12 Numeracy Pilot Program, further consolidating their numerical understanding. 

Stage 5 have been exploring Algebra, Indices and Linear Relationships during Term 3. I have been 
impressed with the mathematical development of all students and I’d remind them that gaining a 
deeper understanding of the concepts we study comes from regular class attendance and revision at 
home. All Stage 5 students also have access to the ‘Maths Online’ program, so they can continue to 
develop their understanding outside of class. 

During Term 4, Stage 5 will be exploring the concepts of Probability and Single Variable Data Analysis. 
Students will seek to understand the ‘chance’ of something happening and the potential outcomes that 
can occur from a single event. 

Rick, Programs Manager and School Chaplain

Mathematics 



TEACHERS’ REPORTS 

What a great way to end Term 3! We celebrated our amazing year 12 students and their achievements 
throughout their time at NGC. Prior to their graduation, the Year 12 cohort have all been working hard 
towards their vocational certificates, with one student completing all the units to receive her full 
qualification. Congratulations to Montana, who will receive her Certificate III in Retail later this year. 

We also want to congratulate Jacob and Tyrone for participating in Certificate II Construction 
Pathways, Grace for participating in Certificate II Horticulture and to Krissa, Jasmine S and Jasmine M 
for participating in Certificate III Retail. You have all worked so hard and no matter what you do next, 
these skills will help you with your future career goals.

Vocational Education & Training / Career & Transition

Hospitality students served up their home-made mint relish at our end of term graduation, as well 
as some delicious cupcakes. Throughout the term, they have been practicing their skills in the 
Coolamon Café, which provides a commercial kitchen environment to our budding chefs. We can’t 
wait to see what Term 4 dishes up (yes, pun intended!)

Nareeda, VET Manager

During Term 3, Year 11 Retail student Telesha 
completed a week of work experience at Terry 
White Chemist, Tuggerah. 

Telesha served customers at the register, learnt 
cash handling skills, restocked merchandise on 
the shelves and prepared price labels for the 
weekly catalogue sales. She enjoyed her week of 
work and said she has learnt several new skills, 
particularly on the cash register. A big thank you 
to Terry White Chemist, Tuggerah for hosting this 
placement. 

The Construction crew have been busily working on finishing the new demountable toilet block. 
Throughout Term 3, students mastered concreting skills and even made some pavers for our year 12 
graduates to sign. These will now be an everlasting memory of their time at our school.

Our Horticulture students have been making the NG Central site look beautiful. They’ve planted 
flowers in the gardens and cleared out any weeds on a regular basis. The crew have also started 
growing plants and veggies to sell at our end of year celebration. Watch this space!

As we move into Term 4, Stage 6 students will continue to undertake their work placements and gain 
knowledge and skills in their chosen industry.  Stage 5 students have selected their VET elective 
subject for the term and will continue to engage in practical learning on Wednesdays. We remind 
Stage 5 students that they need to stick with their chosen elective for the whole term. 



TEACHERS’ REPORTS 

Geography 

Our Stage 5 students have been learning about how environments function and how the scale of 
human-induced environmental change challenges sustainability. They carried out a sustainability 
audit of the school, outlining current initiatives and making recommendations for improvement. 
Schools can be a powerful force for driving change towards sustainability within our community. 
Encouraging a whole-school approach reinforces what has been learnt in class and goes beyond 
theoretical knowledge by providing real-world opportunities to take action. 

Next term, Stage 5 will continue to study the elements of environmental change, management and 
protection, with a focus on the essential role that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge 
and guidance can play within the Australian context. We will also be investigating issues related to 
the palm oil industry.

Stage 5 have engaged well in Science and completed some great work during Term 3. Many 
students successfully demonstrated their investigating skills during the Chemical Reactions unit. 
This was followed by delightful range of well-presented and informative PowerPoints on Managing 
an Environmental Issue and the impact of human activity on the physical environment. The final unit 
for the term was The Universe, which will be completed during Week 1 of Term 4.

Following this, Stage 5 will be working on their mandatory Student Research Project. For ROSA 
requirements, this must be an individual task and must involve independent research as well as a 
hands-on practical investigation. In class, the students will receive assistance to clarify questions 
or problems to be investigated, develop hypotheses, plan and carry out their investigations, record 
data, form a conclusion and communicate their results. 

We’ll be finishing up the term with two Living World units; Ecosystems and Organisms. Students will 
learn how energy flows through ecosystems via food webs, assess how Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples’ cultural practices contribute to the conservation and management of sustainable 
ecosystems, study human respiratory, circulatory, digestive, excretory and coordination systems and 
investigate either an epidemic or pandemic disease or a lifestyle-related disease. 

Science

Jemma, Geography Teacher

Our Year 11 PRELIM Investigating Science students are almost at 
the end of their Preliminary year. Early in Term 3, they completed 
Module 3 on Scientific Models and their Module 2 Water-Watch 
Investigations. They then began Module 4 which involved 
comparing and contrasting Theories and Laws. Several students 
achieved impressive results in their Preliminary examination. This 
has boosted their self-confidence and shown them what can be 
achieved when they focus in class and do their best.

Following the completion of their Preliminary course, students 
will begin their HSC Investigating Science Course. Their first unit is 
Module 5: Scientific Investigations. In this unit, students will explore 
the importance of accuracy, validity and reliability in relation to 
the investigative work of a scientist. They will also examine the 
interrelated roles of practical and secondary-sourced investigations, 
as they design and conduct their own investigations and collect, 
record and analyse data for presentation in an Investigative Report. 

Janice, Science Teacher



TEACHERS’ REPORTS 

Photography, Video and Digital Imaging

This term, Year 11 were introduced to the practice and techniques of 
video. This field and closely related fields such as film and television 
are highly relevant to students’ lives and play a significant role in 
how they perceive the world. They were also introduced to stop-
motion film and post-production techniques, using Photoshop and 
video editing software. Year 11 were particularly engaged in their 
collaborative claymation productions. Students have designed 
and moulded their own clay characters and photographed them to 
create a short stop-motion film.

The class have also created photographic slideshows of life at NGC 
and our practical excursions to Brooklyn, Long Jetty, Kincumber 
Caves and Maitland Bay. It’s been a very fun-filled term and 
we’re looking forward to transitioning our Year 11 cohort into their 
HSC year! Next term, we will focus on digital design making and 
photographic collage making.

Our HSC students created an Individual Body of Work that was exhibited at their graduation day. 
Students chose themes and mediums that were significant to them, such as mental health, social 
media bullying, car photography, abandoned mental asylums, graffiti surrealism, religion/faith and 
artistic freedom of expression. This amazing cohort of young people will be greatly missed at NGC, as 
they embark on their journeys of life beyond school. 

Year 11 PVDI

Year 12 PVDI

Jemma, PVDI Teacher


